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Abstract—The focus on privacy-related measures regarding
wireless networks grew in last couple of years. This is especially
important with technologies like Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, which are
all around us and our smartphones use them not just for
connection to the internet or other devices, but for localization
purposes as well. In this paper, we analyze and evaluate probe
request frames of 802.11 wireless protocol captured during the
11th international conference on Indoor Positioning and Indoor
Navigation (IPIN) 2021. We explore the temporal occupancy of
the conference space during four days of the conference as well as
non-cooperatively track the presence of devices in the proximity
of the session rooms using 802.11 management frames, with and
without using MAC address randomization. We carried out this
analysis without trying to identify/reveal the identity of the users
or in any way reverse the MAC address randomization. As a
result of the analysis, we detected that there are still many
devices not adopting MAC randomization, because either it is
not implemented, or users disabled it. In addition, many devices
can be easily tracked despite employing MAC randomization.

Keywords—MAC randomization, temporal analysis, privacy,
probe requests

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the development of new wireless

technologies continued and with it the field of indoor position-

ing and indoor navigation. Positioning and navigation indoors

are more difficult than outdoors, where Global Navigation

Satellite Systems (GNSSs) are widely adopted. That is due to

the inability of outdoor positioning system signals to penetrate

the walls of buildings. In addition, the heterogeneity of indoor

spaces makes positioning even more challenging. This means

the systems for indoor positioning and navigation require

different technologies. Since the technologies suitable for these

applications are already deployed (Wi-Fi) or the beacons are

easy to deploy (Bluetooth). With these, the issues of privacy

come to the surface.
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User privacy with wearable devices is a big topic, as it

is difficult to find a balance between enough privacy and

functionality. That is due to many services requiring user data

to provide useful and helpful information. That is especially

true in positioning applications, in which the position is not

calculated on the device. That is due to the fact that the server

needs some identifier to send the location data back as well

as the signal strengths or channel state information and other

information useful for localization. This information is known

only to the server and is therefore transmitted using encrypted

communications.

In this work, we focus only on the Wi-Fi communica-

tion protocol and its unencrypted management frames. These

frames are not only used for managing the connection to

an access point, but also for detection of nearby access

points using probe request frames. The detected networks are

then used either for connection to known networks saved in

the preferred network list of the device or for approximate

localization without global positioning systems. A side effect

of using these scans for nearby networks is the ability of

adversaries to collect these unencrypted frames.

The main paper contribution is a look at presence detection

and user tracking at an isolated conference using not encrypted

management frames of Wi-Fi protocol. We show the simplicity

of tracking devices not employing MAC address randomiza-

tion, as well as some devices that do. On the contrary, we

also present the appearance of devices with well-implemented

MAC address randomization.

In this paper we first provide an overview of related works in

Section II, followed by Section III with description of current

implementation of MAC address randomization depending on

platforms. In Section IV in which we first provide information

on the ethics of the capture of user data, which we follow

with the description of the conference space. Furthermore, we

describe the creation of the IPIN 2021 Probe Request dataset.

Section V presents the results of the analysis of the created

dataset, with several points of view on the gathered data. In

the end, in Section VI we discuss the results, conclude the

paper, and provide the lines for future work.



II. RELATED WORK

The analysis of privacy weaknesses in management frames

of 802.11 protocol is not new and has been explored for user

tracking in the past. Out of the management frames, probe

requests are most vulnerable to tracking.

In 2012 the authors of [1] exploited the availability of

unique identifiers (MAC address) in the probe request for

urban mobility tracking. Before the introduction of privacy

measures considering Wi-Fi probe requests, specifically MAC

address randomization in 2014 by Apple in the operating

system iOS 8 [2], the Sapienza Probe Request Dataset was

published [3], [4]. Several researchers already proved the

vulnerability of probe requests before the implementation of

MAC address randomization in [5], [6].

Since the introduction of MAC address randomization,

researchers focused on exploring ways to bypass the newly

introduced privacy measures and revealing the globally unique

MAC address of each device using locally assigned MAC

address [7]. One year after the introduction of MAC address

randomization, researchers worked on reverse-engineering the

MAC address randomization Apple had used [8]. Researchers

also captured probe requests of Wi-Fi users in Italy during two

political events and focused on figuring out the origin of the

participants [9]. Their results were very closely matching the

official voting reports. Other forms of analysis used temporal

differences between subsequently transmitted probe requests

to distinguish different devices [10]. The authors of [11] com-

piled a very comprehensive study of privacy-related measures

in probe request frames of 802.11. This study did explore

when exactly the MAC address randomization is not enough

and when exactly it fails to protect the user privacy. In 2020 the

authors of [12] successfully explored ways of protecting user

privacy by encrypting probe requests, but the encryption of

probe request frames was not adopted by the industry yet. As

a follow-up to [11], another deep study of MAC randomization

was published [13], which provides a deep look into the

progress of protecting user privacy over the years.

Industry introduced the MAC address randomization in

2014 [2], but its implementation is still not perfect as sen-

sitive information (enabling user’s tracking) is still leaked.

To explore the vulnerability of the implementations of MAC

randomization we decided to use an environment of a scientific

conference. The contribution of this paper is in the analysis of

the current state of privacy-related measures in Wi-Fi probe

requests around an isolated scientific event and the possibilities

of non-consensual presence detection.

III. CURRENT MAC RANDOMIZATION IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of randomizing MAC addresses is varying

depending on the manufacturers and software developers.

This fragmentation in implementation exists due to the lack

of a commonly followed standard for MAC randomization.

Few years after the MAC randomization was introduced, the

specification of a standard amendment 802.11aq-2018 [14]

was specified by IEEE SA Standards Board in 2018, but the

implementation itself differs between manufacturers.

A. Identification of Randomized MAC Address

Even with the fragmentation in implementations, all im-

plementations follow the setup of the two least significant

bits in the first byte of MAC address as shown in Fig. 1.

In case the 2nd least significant bit of first byte B1 is set, the

MAC address was assigned locally by the network controller

of the device. The least significant bit of the first byte B0

distinguishes between individual devices and device groups.

Since randomized MAC address will always have bit B1 set to

1 and individual devices have bit B0 cleared to 0, recognition

of randomized MAC address is simple. Due to the fixed

values the two least significant bits can have, the 2nd digit

of randomized MAC address in hexadecimal format has only

four options: 2 (0010), 6 (0110), A (1010) or E (1110).

Organisationally Unique

Identifier (OUI)

Network Interface Controller

(NIC) Specific

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0

3 bytes 3 bytes

0: Unicast

1: Multicast

0: Globally unique

1: Locally assigned

1st byte 2nd byte 3rd byte 4th byte 5th byte 6th byte

Fig. 1. Structure of MAC address with the functional bits

B. Google Android

The MAC address randomization was supported by Android

since version 6, although the implementation of randomized

MAC addresses for probing was first included with An-

droid 8 [15]. Android 9 first implemented an option to connect

to a Wi-Fi network using a randomized address, even though it

was disabled by default and only available through developer

options. Starting with Android 10, MAC randomization is

enabled by default [15] for every new network and randomizes

the MAC address for every SSID. The randomized address

does not change as the generated address depends on the

network profile (SSID, security and so on), non-persistent

randomization that might change the MAC address for every

connection to a network can also be enabled in the developer

options [16].

In the first versions of Android supporting MAC address

randomization, the system randomized only the last 3 bytes

of the address, while using a fixed prefix for the first 3

bytes. Android devices using this older MAC randomization

implementation had their randomized MAC address starting

with DA:A1:19 prefix [11].

There is one catch to this though, even though the latest

version is Android 12 at the time of writing (May 2022), barely

any device is actually running it. Even though the majority of

devices are running Android 10 or higher, there are still a lot

of devices running older versions of Android, which do not

use MAC randomization or any other privacy measures when

it comes to probe requests.



C. Microsoft Windows

Similar to Google’s Android, the operating system de-

veloped by Microsoft supports MAC address randomization

per SSID. The MAC randomization is present in Microsoft’s

operating system since version 10 [17] and is turned on by

default. The default option uses the same randomized MAC

address for each SSID, and the MAC address stays randomized

for the actual connection to the access point. This approach is

the same as in Android and helps keep MAC address-based

authentication working. On the other hand, there is an option

to change the MAC address daily, but this needs to be enabled

manually as this approach could cause issues with connection

to some networks using MAC address authentication. The

implementation of MAC address randomization in the newest

version of the system developed by Microsoft stayed the same

as in Windows 10, with MAC addresses staying the same for

one SSID.

D. Apple iOS

Apple first introduced MAC address randomization with

iOS 8 in 2014 [2]. Then later on iOS 10 added a tag in

the information element of the probe request, which allowed

for simple identification of iOS devices. The last change to

the implementation of MAC address randomization happened

in iOS 14. Since iOS 14 the devices use randomized MAC

address per SSID just like Microsoft Windows and Android

devices running the latest versions of their own systems. The

implementation of MAC address randomization on iOS 15 [18]

changed a little. The modifications were related to the changes

in the locally assigned address of the device for one network.

This happens on multiple occasions:

• on forgetting the network and reconnecting again,

• if the device did not connect to the network for 6 weeks,

• on-device content reset or network settings reset.

This all makes the implementation of MAC address ran-

domization on Apple devices very robust, while not breaking

existing systems with MAC address authentication.

E. Other devices

From other common operating systems, the implementation

of MAC addresses again differs on the developer or the

manufacturer of the device. Linux supports MAC address

randomization since 2014, specifically kernel 3.18. [19]. For

Apple devices, the support changes from device to device. The

support for the non-iOS devices produced by Apple varies

based on the generation of the product [20].

IV. DATASET CREATION

Since the investigation into probe requests related to the

IPIN conference required capturing a new dataset during the

conference, we wrote a firmware for a Wi-Fi enabled micro-

controller and used it to collect the probe requests transmitted

in the 2.4GHz frequency band. The probe request sniffer was

active starting on 29 November, 08:22 until the end of the

closing ceremony on 2 December, 13:02. During this time,

we captured a total of 390 810 probe requests.

A. Probe Request Sniffer

The device we used for collecting probe requests is an

ESP32 microcontroller with custom firmware available from

Gitlab repository [21].

Since probe requests do not contain time information, the

ESP32 first connects to a predefined Wi-Fi to download current

time information. After getting the current time, the SD card is

connected, and the wireless interface is switched to monitoring

mode.

While in monitoring mode, every collected frame is checked

for its type. In case of capturing a probe request, the frame is

stored in a file on the SD card. All other frames are discarded

and therefore, not recorded. The file is periodically saved and

a new one gets to be created to prevent data corruption in case

of power loss.

The sniffing of probe requests continues until the Stop but-

ton is pressed, which raises an interrupt which stops the data

collection and safely disconnects the SD card. The firmware

of the ESP32 is simplified in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Probe Request Sniffer

1: Initialize MCU peripherals and GPIO

2: Connect to Wi-Fi and download current time

3: Initialize and mount SD card

4: Check for existing files and open new pcap file

5: Reinitialize Wi-Fi in monitoring mode

6: Start probe sniffing task - run callback Received Packet

7: Start saving task - periodically run callback Save PCAP

8: callback Received Packet

9: if packet.type = ProbeRequest then

10: Write packet to file

11: end if

12: end callback

13: callback Save PCAP

14: Close current pcap file

15: Open new pcap file

16: end callback

17: isr On Button Press

18: Stop probe sniffing task

19: Close pcap file and unmount SD card

20: end isr

The sniffer is detectable by other wireless devices only

during the time acquisition period as it involves bi-directional

communications. After downloading the current time, the Wi-

Fi interface of the device is set to “monitoring only”. The

sniffer is collecting 802.11 probe request frames without being

detectable as the wireless interface is not transmitting any

packets. i.e., it is only passively receiving packets from the

radio environment around it.



B. Ethics and Sensitive Information

One thing to mention about the captured data is the fact, that

right after capture by the ESP32-based probe request sniffer, it

does contain the user information. That is to reduce the com-

putational complexity of the probe request sniffer and produce

almost the same packet capture files as network analysis tools

like Wireshark. The captured data are then exactly the same

as transmitted by devices and contain sensitive information.

Be it globally unique or randomized MAC addresses, leaking

SSIDs from devices preferred networks list, up to the device

manufacturers and device names.

Additionally, since the captured probe requests are from in-

person and a quite isolated event, with minimal presence of

people not participating in the IPIN conference, it is necessary

to say, that first of all we anonymized the captured data in

a way we could not get any personal information during the

analysis itself. The anonymization was done by hashing fields

containing personal information with SHA512. Using hashing

algorithms on the user information ensures the anonymity of

the users while preserving the option for analysis. The analysis

was focused on the vulnerability of the management frames

of the current implementation in the 802.11 protocol, not on

linking private information to specific users.

Even though the captured data does contain real globally

unique MAC addresses and many randomized ones, thanks

to the anonymization we did before the analysis itself, it is

not possible to link the specific individuals to a MAC address

or identify anyone directly. The anonymized version of the

dataset is publicly available from Zenodo repozitory [22].

C. Space Description

The conference took place in Lloret de Mar, Spain in Evenia

Olympic Congress Centre from 29 November to 2 December.

The only people present around the hotel lobby and near the

session rooms from the beginning to the end of the conference

were attendants of the conference, conference organizers, hotel

employees and cleaning staff.

The entire conference space was around the lobby, with

hotel rooms and hotel restaurants being far enough to not pose

interference and capture probe requests from sources we did

not care about, similarly the location of the conference was in

a single-floor section of the hotel complex, which guaranteed

that all of the collected probe requests were from the area of

the actual conference. The probe request sniffer was placed

under the stage in Session Room 2 as presented in Fig. 2. The

entire conference space was in the radio range of the sniffer.

D. Data Description

During the four days of the conference, we captured 390 810

probe requests. The capture started 38 minutes before the first

tutorial session, on Monday 29th November, 2021 at 08:22.

The last probe request was then captured on Thursday 2nd

December, 2021 at 13:02, just few minutes after the closing

ceremony concluded. Unfortunately, we were unable to keep

the ESP32 working past the closing ceremony, due to the

preparation of the session rooms for the next event.

Hotel Reception

Session

Room 1

Session

Room 4

Probe Request Sniffer

Session

Room 3

Bar

IPIN Reception

Restricted Access Area

Towards Hotel Rooms

Session

Room 2

Fig. 2. Floorplan of the Evenia Olympic Congress Centre (Lloret de Mar,
Spain)

The probe requests captured during the conference con-

tained many of the additional fields carrying extra information

about the capabilities of the origin device. Be it information

about supported data rates, capabilities related to certain

Wi-Fi standards (HT and VHT Capabilities), vendor-specific

elements or Wi-Fi Protected Setup fields with UUID-E. All of

the fields used for creating the fingerprint of each device are

in Table I.

TABLE I
PROBE REQUEST FIELDS USED TO CREATE DEVICE FINGERPRINT AND

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE IN DATA COLLECTED IN OUR LAB

Information Element Included in Probes [%]

Supported rates 390 211 99.85

Extended Supported rates 385 606 98.67

HT Capabilities 359 391 91.96

VHT Capabilities 51 031 13.06

Extended Capabilities 312 181 79.88

Vendor Specific elements 228 970 58.59

1 Vendor Specific element 84 215 21.55

2 Vendor Specific elements 67 663 17.31

3 Vendor Specific elements 55 524 14.21

4 Vendor Specific elements 21 462 5.49

5+ Vendor Specific elements 106 0.03

WPS - UUID-E 3733 0.96

WEP Protected 599 0.15

Total Collected Probe Requests 390 810

During the conference, we also captured more unusual types

of probe requests, which did not contain any information other

than 22B long encrypted data sequence, which was identical

in all 599 occurrences. These encrypted probe requests also in

44/599 cases contained randomized MAC address.
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Fig. 3. Density of captured Probe Requests correlated with the program of the conference (amount of probe requests grouped in 15-minute clusters)

V. ANALYSIS & RESULTS

To analyze the gathered probe requests, we looked at the

data from several perspectives. Using the gathered probe

requests for crowd presence detection. Then we analyze the

impact of MAC randomization on our ability to track individ-

ual users, both with MAC randomization on and off.

A. Presence detection

We counted the amount of probe requests received every

couple of minutes, to see how big of a crowd could we detect

from the density of probe requests. We chose a 15-minute

interval as a compromise between readability and resolution

of the final plot. From Fig. 3 we can see that during every

keynote, tutorial or session the presence of users was much

higher compared to the breaks in between the sessions. This

can be caused by people turning off computers for the duration

of coffee breaks. Quite a lot of people also left the range of

the sniffer to go into the hotel restaurants for lunch. During

the nighttime we can also see, if someone stayed in the lobby,

be it for work or socializing. During the night from Monday to

Tuesday, the lobby stayed empty with someone going through

it but not staying long. The next two nights, the lobby was

not empty during the night.

From the data plotted in Fig. 3 we can also see which

keynote or session group (IPIN 2021 had 4 parallel session

tracks) was more interesting to the participants of the confer-

ence. Unfortunately, due to the deployment of only one Probe

Request Sniffer, we could not implement an indoor localization

method based on RSSI to determine which session room the

participants of the conference occupied at any time.

The Tuesday social event (Networking in the Kitchens) took

place mostly out of the range of the probe sniffer in one of

the hotel’s restaurants. After the event, some of the participants

stayed for further socializing, which can be seen on the small

local peak right after the event ended. Another drop in received

probes happened on Wednesday during the gala dinner, which

took place in neighboring village and the presence in the

conference space was minimal.

One of the noticeable trends is also the drop in the amount

of captured probe requests during coffee breaks. This indicates

people leaving the area either to get some fresh air outside of

the hotel lobby, use the restroom or go to their hotel rooms.

Since the amount of probe requests increases after each coffee

break again, it is safe to assume that the conference attendants

were coming back after each of the coffee breaks was over.

B. Analysis of user presence with global MAC address

It is no surprise that devices that transmit their real MAC

address are very easy to track. Since we are able to identify

probe requests using their globally unique identifier, their

identification is very simple. At the IPIN 2021 conference,

28.62% of identified scan instances (58 393 of 204 038 scan

instances) used their globally unique MAC address. Since

these devices used their real MAC address, we clustered the

identified instances together and distinguished 229 individual

devices without MAC address randomization through the

duration of the conference. This data can be seen in Fig. 4. We

then explored the presence of these devices in the proximity of

our probe request sniffer. This presence in time proved to us

how easy it is to track devices that do not employ any privacy-

related measures related to the probe requests. The temporal

presence of 10 devices using their real MAC address in the

conference space is in Fig. 5 as an example of the simplicity

of tracking these devices.
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Fig. 4. Randomized MAC addresses in probe requests, identified scan
instances and distinguished devices

C. Analysis of user presence with local MAC address

On the contrary, tracking devices which do not transmit

unique identifiers is much more challenging. Out of the

captured probe requests, 68.08% (266 051) were using locally

assigned MAC addresses. Since the devices do not change the

MAC address they transmit during the Wi-Fi search burst, we

were able to identify 204 038 different scan instances using

just the MAC addresses available from the captured probe

requests.

Out of all the transmitted probe requests with randomized

MAC address, 22 254 used DA:1A:19 as the first 3 bytes

of their MAC address. We identified 7823 individual scan

instances using this prefix. After we matched these instances

together using fingerprinting of information elements, the

similarity between transmitted Preferred Network Lists and

the recurrence of the same randomized MAC addresses, we

identified 523 devices using the DA:1A:19 MAC address

prefix. These data are presented in Fig. 4 with the comparison

to the number of devices with a fully randomized MAC

address and with a globally unique one. 50 of these devices

then showed up more than 10× (we chose 10 as a threshold

as we found out that devices with more than 10 appearances

are easy to track over time).

After identifying individual scan instances, we used the

same approach consisting of fingerprinting, the similarity of

preferred network lists and reappearance of MAC addresses to

match together all other devices as well. With this approach

we initially distinguished 4274 devices using locally assigned

MAC address out of which 3752 randomized 46 out of the 48

bits in a MAC address. In this initial number of devices, 3544

appeared less than 10 times. On the other hand, 296 devices

with fully randomized MAC address showed up more than

10× which made them easily identifiable despite them using

randomized MAC address, as can be seen from 10 example

devices in Fig. 6.

D. Single Occurrence of Devices in Time Domain

From Fig. 4 we can see that the number of identified devices

is still really high for just 3 full days in a conference space.

Especially since the event space was primarily occupied by

the attendants of the conference and hotel staff. The sniffer

was also in the range of the sidewalk next to the entrance of

the hotel. It is quite possible many of the single occurrences

were just from pedestrians walking in the proximity of the

sniffer. Another reason for this is a good implementation

of MAC address randomization, the transmission of reduced

information elements in the probe requests and omitting the

transfer of SSIDs from the saved preferred network list.

Representation of unmatched devices is shown in Fig. 7 with

10 examples.
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Fig. 5. Repeated occurrences of devices identified by the usage of globally
unique MAC address
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Fig. 6. Recurrent identification of the same devices despite using locally
assigned MAC address
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Fig. 7. Detected devices without identified recurrences in time



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explored the possibilities of passive

presence detection and tracking at 4 days-long scientific con-

ference. We did this by exploiting unencrypted management

packets of the 802.11 communication protocol. Specifically,

we focused on probe request frames.

We used the ESP32 microcontroller with custom firmware

for sniffing Wi-Fi probe requests. After the data collection,

we analyzed the data and matched together devices that had

the same MAC address, be it a globally unique one or a

locally assigned one. We also used information elements

fingerprinting and similarity of proffered network lists to

further identify different scan instances as one device. Not

surprisingly, the devices without a randomized MAC address

were easily tracked. As we expected, devices employing MAC

address randomization were more difficult to track, but even

then, we identified 296 devices reappearing in time.

Even though the manufacturers are employing privacy-

related measures like MAC address randomization since 2014,

many devices are still easily tracked. That is not to say that

MAC address randomization is not working, as we have seen

with many appearances of only 1 or 2 scan instances. For

these devices, the implementation of locally assigning MAC

address either works well or we were also capturing probe

requests from the pedestrians using the sidewalk next to the

hotel lobby. In any case, we expect the situation to get better in

time with older devices (with worse implementations of MAC

address randomization) being replaced by newer devices after

reaching their end of life.

To continue this research work, we are going to further

explore privacy-related measures in wireless networks. We

plan to study and search for user information leaks in Wi-

Fi and other wireless technologies. Another point of interest

is to extend this work with passive and non-cooperative indoor

localization of users. We also plan to publish the dataset used

in this work as part of a new publicly available Wi-Fi probe

request dataset.
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